
The Housing Complex - Episode 1
Designing my own house has always been a
plan of mine since I was very small. I love
houses. I often have house dreams, waking up
disappointed because they are not real. I
taught my children to read plans at an early
age and played games with them where we’d
“walk” through the house plans in the
newspaper, pretending to live in each one. I
studied interior design and have an endless
fascination for architectural magazines. It was
a given - one day I would build a house to suit
my family’s rather odd needs, it was just a
matter of when.

Well the time has come at last and
this is the story of how we went
about designing and building our
new house. I learnt a great many
things along the way and hope that
some of them will be useful to you
if you are ever unfortunate enough
to find yourself in a similar
situation.

We were living in a cute, renovated
and extended “Fediteranean” house
in an old suburb.We decided when
we bought it that we would try to
pay it off as soon as possible and
managed to do so in about 12 years.
(There are lots of ads on TV telling
you how to pay off your mortgage
sooner but it simply comes down to this - you just
have to pay the bank more money more often.) 

Luckily we had the dubious honour of owning a
mortgage during the 18% interest rates of the early
1990’s.This meant a few cut backs in housekeeping
every time the mortgage payments went up but after
a few years when the interest rates came down we
found we were so used to living with that budget
that we kept the repayments at the highest level.
Apart from actually paying off the mortgage faster it
had the added bonus of making us feel incredibly
virtuous and financially astute.

Then came internet banking. If you haven’t signed
up for this then I urge you to give it a go.You can
log on to your bank and look at your money

Scrooge McDuck style at any time of the night or
day. You can even move it around from place to
place, hiding some here in the visa account or some
there in the children’s accounts (or more likely hide
some of the children’s in the visa - it disappears quite
convincingly and they’ll never know).You can also,
with a bit of luck, pay some extra off the mortgage
whenever you see it lying around. One day, with less
than a thousand to pay, we decided to take the
plunge and pay the mortgage off on the internet.We
did it - and lo and behold, nothing happened. No
bells and whistles, no streamers. Like most of those
defining moments in your life nobody much cared,
but we felt liberated.

Actually it was a rather frightening thought, not
having to pay out large chunks of
money every month. What if we
became spendthrifts, what if money
started to run through our fingers in
an endless stream of consumerism? We
needed to find something else to pay
off. There were lots of possibilities;
friends offered us their mortgages to
look after, and our slightly
disreputable insurance bloke (who
was sicked onto us by a dodgy
neighbour and has clung to us like
grim death cover ever since) had
many ideas for savings plans and
property trusts. I subscribed to a
financial leaflet which explained a
different investment scheme every

month, each one more attractive than the last and
our accountant was leaning heavily towards rental
properties and negative gearing, actually I think he
had just done his back in and couldn’t quite stand
upright. In the end we stood back and had a long
hard look at our lives. What was the point, I
reasoned, in investing our money so that eventually
we could afford to buy a block and build our dream
home when we could just buy a block now and get
on with it. “Life is too short to not live your
dream”* we declared, and launched ourselves into a
new era. It was time to look for a block.

* Note:The fact that we have since revised this statement
to read “Life is too short to build a house” will not be
covered until later in this series.
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The Housing Complex- Episode 2
The story so far...
Writer, artist and designer Mikaela Castledine,
along with her husband and their two children,
pay off their “Fediterranean” cottage and
embark on a journey into the brave new world
of  property hunting and eventual house
building.

Six months of pleasant Sunday afternoon driving
through various hills suburbs looking at possibilities
had not revealed the ideal property to buy.We were
a bit sketchy on exactly what it was we were looking
for - Hobby farm? Rental property? Bush block? but
we had this quaint notion that fate would eventually
lead us to the perfect place. (This is a
completely erroneous idea - more
often than not fate will reveal to you
that you are bored and tired and will
purchase a termite infested hovel
given the right circumstances!) In the
meantime we had decided to take
the kids on a trip part way around
Australia before they got too large to
fit in the car or too sensible to go
camping with their parents.

It was on the second last day before
we were to set off on our 6 week
adventure that I drove up into the
hills to visit my grandmother and
went past a homemade sign that said “old cottage
and block for sale”. It was on a section of road that I
had always loved and was bounded on both sides by
huge beautiful gardens with a permanent creek
running through. I was seriously interested but had
to resolutely put it out of my mind as our trip was
looming. I decided that if it was still available when
we returned then we would look at it more closely.

Six weeks later, after a life changing trip, we once
again drove up to visit my grandmother and I again
noticed the sign, which I have to say I had
completely forgotten about. It seemed like a sign.
Well yes it was a sign, but you know what I mean, a
cosmic sort of a sign - ok after 6 weeks in a tent in
the outback everything was looking a bit cosmic, but
anyway, we decided to have a look.

Unfortunately the “old cottage” bit of the sign didn’t
refer to the absolutely delightful stone building we
could glimpse through the trees next door but an
empty, asbestos, white ant eaten shack that was at the
end of a long winding driveway that carried you

over the creek and up around some beautiful huge
trees.We fell in love instantly, with the trees and the
creek.We did our sums, ignored the state of the
shack and decided we had to have it. It would be an
investment, we might be able to fix up the cottage
enough so that we could rent it out (negative
gearing overcoming back pedalling at this stage) and
then, when we were ready, we could demolish it and
build our dream home, perched among the tree tops
and lulled by the sound of water rushing over the
stones.

Don’t you love the way parents can cut your dreams
off at the knees? We were in our late thirties, with
two delightful children, had cleverly paid off a house,
had run our own highly successful business for 7

years and still they felt the need to
council caution. Had we thought
about the road noise? Yes the fact that
it did frequently overcome the noise
of the water rushing over the stones
was not lost on us. But other people
lived perfectly happily on busy, noisy
roads. Did we know that it wasn’t
deep sewered? Steve’s dad, with a
history in town planning, was
strangely obsessed with deep sewerage
for someone who lived in a shire
where it was non existent. (You might
be interested to know that the deep
sewered sections of the Perth

metropolitan area are coloured brown on the map)
And yes we knew there was no deep sewerage, but
other people lived without it. I have memories of my
hills childhood which included a septic tank, a leach
drain and if I am not mistaken, a large stick, but we
were sure things had improved since then.The other
major factor - that we would be living within five
minutes from both sets of parents, was carefully not
discussed as neither party was sure whether it was a
good thing or not.

In the end we went with our gut instinct and
decided to buy the place, an almost acre of old hills
garden complete with our own section of the creek.
We discovered later that the creek was
disconcertingly called Poison Gully. “I am sure a
child drowned in that creek you know dear!” But
with our usual optimism we re-christened it
“Poisson Gully” (That is French for fish) after the
lone escaped goldfish that was residing in one of the
pools and took the plunge (not into the creek) into
mortgage ownership once again.

more often than not
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The Housing Complex  - Episode 3
The story so far...
Writer, artist and potential debtor, Mikaela
Castledine, along with asset rich husband and
two financial liabilities, pay off their house, find
an investment possibility/dream block and
make an appointment with the bank.

Becoming mortgage owners again was a little more
difficult than we imagined. Firstly, the owners of the
property were selling it privately in order to save some
money. It was quite an odd business to stand face to
face with them haggling over the price (over the noise
of the traffic and the babbling brook). Also they
employed this new “price range”
technique where they craftily tell you
to pick a number (any number) from
between two extremes and if you
guess right you can win the prize.This
is how it works, the vendors (who
shall henceforth be referred to as the
vendors) give you a range of prices to
choose from but then they throw you
a look of contempt, (which they have
practised earlier) when you suggest the
lowest! What I have managed to
deduce is that the lowest figure is what
you want to pay and the highest is
what they want you to pay and
somewhere in the middle is what we
used to call in the old days “The
Price”. We weren’t sure what was
expected of us so eventually we took a stab at a figure
a little left of centre then looked pointedly away -
staring in a studied yet nonchalant manner at the
goldfish in the creek until they gave up looking
contemptuously at the backs of our heads and agreed.

Then we went about the laborious business of talking
to the bank. According to the bank being self
employed is already highly suspect, but paying off our
previous mortgage very early had further lowered our
value in their eyes. They perked up a little when we
offered to leap back into debt and briefly treated us like
royalty (until we declined the couple of million they
wanted to lend us and opted for a more modest sum).
After that, the woman who assured us she would look
after us personally, promptly started climbing the
corporate ladder. So fast did she ascend that we could
almost look up her skirt, but maybe that was because
we were still kneeling in the supplicants, I mean
applicants, position in front of her desk. Needless to say
she neglected to send off any documentation to the
vendors before she blasted off. We were only saved
from losing the property by a timely phone call and a

bloke called Sven who unwittingly answered the
phone of the departed woman, and even more
unwittingly gave me his real name.

After that there was the slightly hysterical conversation
with an insurance company. The house on the block
was not in a great condition and the vendors had told
us they priced the property at block value only which
was fair enough. As far as the bank was concerned,
however, there was a house on the land and they
wouldn’t lend us the money unless the house was
insured. I rang our insurance company and the
conversation went something like this:
Me:“What is the lowest value you will insure a house
for?”

Person of Indian origin working at
Insurance company - possibly in India:
“Umm about $30 000, why?”
Me:“I need to insure a house.”
PIOWIC: “Well how much is the
house worth?”
Me:“Nothing”
PIOWIC: “No it can’t be worth
nothing, you must take the cost of the
property and subtract the value of the
block to work out the value of the
house.”
Me: “ Yes I know, It is still worth
nothing, unless you take into account
that the block could be worth more if
the house was not on it so it is possibly
worth less than nothing, or more
correctly nothing minus the cost of

demolition.”
PIOWIC (Suspiciously):“Are you sure there is nothing
structurally wrong with the house.”
Me (Cheerfully): “No, I am sure there is something
structurally wrong with the house, in fact I could send
you the building report which is quite damning.”
PIOWIC: (Bewildered) “But we can’t possibly insure a
house that is structurally unsound.”
Me:“No, you would be crazy to insure it, I wouldn’t!”

At this point I took pity on the poor person and hung
up, after all I actually didn’t want to insure the house
only the bank did. Then I suddenly realised I had some
power. I rang Sven and told him that since we were
good customers with a proven record and since they
had our current home as collateral which was worth
twice as much as the block, which they also had as
collateral (until such time as it might wash away into
the creek) I felt that he could probably see his way clear
to forgetting about the insurance and just lend us the
money or we would go elsewhere. Strangely enough
he agreed and at last the place was ours. We were on
our way to living our dream.

The lowest figure is
what you want to

pay and the highest
is what they want
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The Housing Complex  - Episode 4
The story so far...
Optimist, property tycoon and would be
landlord, Mikaela Castledine, along with
income splitting husband and two
dependents, pay off house, find new property
and attempt to turn derelict termite mound into
an investment.

Did I mention that our new investment came
complete with it’s own goose? It is funny how
charming goose ownership can seem, up to and
including the time you actually take up guardianship
of the goose, but not after.The goose took a violent
and quite unprovoked dislike to our adoption of it
and actively tried to prevent us
entering the property. We chose
not to interpret this sign as a sign.

We took comfort from the fact that
the goose had been managing it’s
own affairs for some months while
the house had been empty. Even
though it was now November and
the bird had taken up residence at
the furthest corner of the block
from the creek, we figured it could
find it’s way to the water if the
weather got too hot. We fed it
sporadically and were somewhat
relieved, albeit suspicious, when it
disappeared without a trace on
Christmas Eve. (Now there’s a sign
for you.)

We spent most weekends of that summer and
autumn exploring and planning.The children played
in the creek and we enlisted the help of friends to
make the house habitable enough to rent out. We
gyprocked over the hydroponic herb facility and
painted gaily over the visible termites but when we
hammered some skirting onto one wall and a
window fell bodily out of another we knew it was
going to be an uphill battle.

We faced many uphill battles, not least of which was
actually walking up the driveway without stopping
for a small lie down, but there was also the odd down
hill one. Like the time we drove past our wheelie bin
about 2 k’s down the road after what had clearly
been a high speed chase, and the time when I

threatened to roll the gas bottles down the driveway
into the creek if the company did not stop sending
us the overdue bill from the previous tenants.

Actually, the overdue bills from the previous tenants
became something of an issue. If you have ever
moved house you will know that it is quite a major
exercise to sort out the mail, but when there is  a
rental property involved the problem is magnified
hugely.We received overdue bills addressed to about
fifteen different names (the possibility that they all
belonged to the same person had not escaped us) as
well as overdrawn bank statements and demands for
maintenance payments. Each one required two to
three months of “Return to Sender” another couple
of “NOT AT THIS ADDRESS”, several phone calls

and one bank suggested we come in
and close this blokes account in
person if we wanted them to stop
sending correspondence. Eventually
we solved the problem in a
beautifully simple way - we removed
the mailbox.

One day whilst sitting on the bridge
over the creek under the shade of a
huge tree we realised that even if we
could make the house livable we
couldn’t bear the thought of
someone else enjoying this beautiful
garden. To hell with the whole
investment plan, it was time to start
thinking about building our dream
home.

The first thing we had to do was find
someone to demolish the house. We were mightily
annoyed when we drove up one day to discover a
storm had knocked down a huge rotten wattle tree
right next to the house but it had missed the house
by centimetres. If only we had been able to insure
the place, a tree falling on it would have saved us the
cost of demolition and pocketed us a cool 30 grand.

We eventually found a bloke who agreed to come
and demolish the place for a reasonable sum (and
who thought he could possibly get his truck over the
culvert without ending up in the creek) and we put
the whole sordid rental property affair behind us
with a sigh of relief.

We gyprocked over
the hydroponic herb
facility and painted
gaily over the visible
termites but when we

hammered some
skirting onto one wall

and a window fell
bodily out of another
we knew it was going
to be an uphill battle.



The Housing Complex - Episode 5
The story so far... 

Artist, writer and failed poultry farmer, Mikaela
Castledine along with slightly disillusioned
husband Steve and their increasingly cynical
children, pay off their perfectly acceptable
house, buy an inaccessible property, waste
money trying to make it pay, give up, then try
to convince an architect to share their dream.

We always hate it when some client mentions that
he got his wife (who is a bit arty) to design the
company logo instead of getting professional
designers (ie us!) to do it, so we decided to do the
right thing and engage an architect to design us a
fabulous house.

The fact that the architect we chose
was a friend, will, I know set you all
off tut tutting but bear with me on
this one, there were some compelling
reasons. Most compelling was that he
knew us pretty well, or at least we
thought he did, also he had a great
sense of humour (you will notice the
constant use of the past tense in this
paragraph - it is quite deliberate)
which seemed important and also he
needed the work to get his fledgling
business going. It was going to be a
win/win situation; we would get a personally
designed house that would be an extraordinarily cost
efficient Aladdin’s cave of architectural wonder, he
would have a great job for his portfolio and enough
funds to embark on the next stage of renovating his
own house.

Of course it didn’t turn out like that. In fact it didn’t
even start out like that. It was an immensely
frustrating process for all concerned and was only
saved from being a total waste of time and money
because it highlighted exactly what we didn’t want in
a house. I have to say in my defence that it wasn’t
entirely my fault, I just vastly underestimated my own
need to have some input. (Clearly I have fallen into
the afore mentioned category of “arty wife”)

In all our meetings I did a great deal of talking about
what I wanted in a house, both physically and
philosophically, and every now and then Steve would
also throw in a comment, so it was with some
bewilderment that I looked at the early sketches to
find very few of my ideas had been taken into
account. (But all of Steve’s ideas had been carefully

considered!) Very few of the men I know make the
mistake of not listening to the women in their lives
- at least they don’t often make it twice, but I
decided to let it go this time and see where we
ended up, after all he was the professional.

He eventually came up with a very nice design. It
wasn’t really what we wanted and was missing large
chunks from our (my) must-have list, but it was
interesting and we could have lived with it.
Unfortunately it turned out that it would cost at
least twice our budget. Now I should have
mentioned at the outset that the architects very first
words on hearing our budget were “You won’t be
able to build anything for that” which you think
would have warned us, but since our budget was the
price we could get for our “Charming, federation

cottage on large block, with GSOH, in
heritage precinct, near river, seeks fin
couple for long term relationship.” we
decided to ignore the warning.After
all the newspaper was filled with
new houses that claimed to be
available for less than a third of what
we had to spend.

Anyway, the price problem may not
have been entirely insurmountable if
it had been our dream home, but to
stretch ourselves to the utmost limit,
to build it in sections as we could
afford it and to live without

furniture, soft furnishings and food for an extended
period of time seemed ridiculous if we didn’t end up
with the best house in the world.

OK, I admit that a couple of the things we wanted
were a bit tricky. Maximum northern light on a
block on the south side of a hill, and lots of glass so
that the interior and exterior merged seamlessly but
also heaps of wall space to hang pictures and possibly
even stage art exhibitions.Well you would think an
architect would relish a challenge.The fact that he
was not relishing the challenge became clear one
evening when he let slip a comment of his wife’s that
maybe we could just hold our art exhibitions in a
tent! For me that marked the end of the relationship,
not least because I expected a little more gratitude
from his wife since our fees were directly
contributing to her finally getting an inside toilet in
their partly derelict house.

After 6 months of intensive work we were back at
the start, only more disillusioned and slightly poorer.
Where could we turn next?

Very few of the
men I know make
the mistake of not

listening to the
women in their lives
- at least they don’t
often make it twice.



The Housing Complex - Episode 6 
The story so far...

Artist, writer and “I don’t know anything about
architecture but I know what I like” designer
Mikaela Castledine along with one dumb-
waiter, one Juliet balcony and one loft style
bed with trap door, pay off their house, buy
another one, accidently demolish parts of it
then pay someone to finish the job, break off
engagement with architect then venture
tentatively into the world of the display home.

In the arty, creative, bohemian circle we aspire to move
in, looking at display homes is akin to watching Big
Brother - something that you might do but would
never admit to. However, having
spent some very enjoyable afternoons
wandering through bunting
bedecked housing developments I
have to say that unlike BB it can be
quite entertaining. The kids, in
particular, loved inspecting the
houses. You can learn a lot about
yourself and your kids from a display
home. I was taken in by the sheer
cleanliness, choosing to ignore the
fact that cleanliness being next to
godliness only really exists in the
artificial heaven of the housing
development. Steve was taken in by
affordability, despite the warnings
that some house prices didn’t include
optional extras like doors. Our
daughter was taken in by colour and movement and
the beautiful acoustics of rooms not filled from floor to
ceiling with stuff, and our son refused to be taken in by
anything less than the master bedroom with marble
ensuite and balcony, but then he has always been a five
star sort of a child.

These houses all had lots of great ideas, interesting
colour schemes and innovative layouts but like Big
Brother, imagining living in them was like watching
someone else on television. It wasn’t so much that the
houses weren’t “us”, they were just not the “us” we
liked to imagine we were.

There was one that appealed. We had seen it in the
paper while we were still talking to the architect, but
he had ignored the subtle suggestion that a similar idea
could be adapted to our block.The design in question
had one big barn-like room that ran the length of the
house. It had glass both ends, for northern sun and
southern views and a huge stretch of wall on either
side for pictures. It was not perfect but it was definitely
worth a look.

Actually it was worth more than a look, it was worth a
chat so we organised a salesman to come and talk to us.
The difference between talking to a salesman for a
building company and an architect is enormous.The
salesman deferred to me graciously and agreed
instantly with everything I said.He bowed and scraped,
fawned and truckled and didn’t pack up and leave
when we told him our budget. While we are talking
about budget I reckon that the prices on the plans for
homes in the paper are like the pictures on the front of
cereal boxes “serving suggestions only”. They are
dependent on a number of critical factors which
mainly involve not deviating from the norm.As always,
deviancy is frowned upon and as always, it costs you.
Deviating across a creek will cost you, deviating up a
hill will cost you and deviating around trees will cost

you big time. (and all this before you
even deviate from the plan.)

But deviate from the plan we did. I
realised that this was what I wanted all
along - something I could change
rather than starting from scratch. And
someone I could push around,
someone to whom I could say “I want
this, put it there”. In defence of the
salesman he wasn’t entirely spineless, he
did question once or twice why I
wanted some of the more obscure
changes made, but I had been secretly
practising my contemptuous vendor
glare and used it to great effect several
times.While the original house design
was good it was clearly too small for us.
The kids were getting older and

needed more space, we wanted a room to do our art,
and as we were still planning on working from home
we needed a purpose built office that didn’t involve
clients walking the entire length of the house and
turning right just before the bathroom.What we didn’t
want was a parent’s retreat (a room we felt was
responsible for an entire generation of juvenile
delinquents), a home theatre or  a formal dining room.
So we enlarged the entire house, both outwards and
upwards, swapped all the rooms around just to be
annoying, increased the size of all the windows and
banished the ubiquitous sliding door to Outer
Mongolia (Where they may well appreciate them in
their yerts).We also sent the salesman up to look at the
block with strict instructions to take all the
topographical difficulties into account from the start.
What we really didn’t want to hear endlessly was how
hard it was going to be to get; a truck over the culvert;
a truck up the hill; a truck between the trees.
Eventually it was time to send the plans off to drafting
and then we sat back to wait for the next step.

I was taken in by
the sheer cleanliness,
choosing to ignore

the fact that
cleanliness being
next to godliness

only really exists in
the artificial heaven

of the housing
development.



The Housing Complex - Episode 7
The story so far...

Interior Designer (yes yes yes and artist and
writer) Mikaela Castledine along with fellow
designer Steve and two junior designers, pay
off  their house, buy a property, demolish the
investment possibility, ruin friendship with
architect and set about making life difficult for
a building company.

Designing our new house with the building
company - this is the point where I suddenly realised
the beauty of dealing with an
architect. In theory dealing with
one person means the process is a
fluid exchange of ideas which turns
into a fluid exchange of plans which
turns into a fluid exchange of
alcohol on the front deck of your
new home. With a building
company it doesn’t work that way.

First we dealt with the sales guy.
While he was helpful and
entertaining he couldn’t tell us
whether the changes we wanted
could actually be built or even
tentatively what they might cost. He
enthusiastically entered into the
game of playing house then went
away to have the plans drawn up in the drafting
office.We waited.

He returned eventually with some initial plans and
some initial costings and papers for us to sign. We
were concerned that the plans were not right, some
things had been misinterpreted and other things we
had changed our minds over, but he assured us it
wouldn’t be a problem, everything could be fixed at
the next stage. So with some misgivings we signed
the plans and away he went again.We waited.

The next person we spoke to was the contract
administrator. She was the person who was to turn
our wispy ethereal ideas into concrete. To prepare
ourselves we had to run madly around picking tiles
and bathroom fittings and make a whole lot of vitally
important decisions in a frantic hurry.Actually what
we should have done to prepare is do some
marathon training as the meeting itself took about
six hours. (Apparently six hours was pretty average.
She had previously had the wife of one couple lying
on the floor of her office with a migraine while the
husband endeavoured to tie up the loose ends after
fourteen hours.)

Then the plans had to go off once more to drafting,
so we waited.

I am considering starting a new sort of board game
called “Send it off to Drafting” along the lines of
Chinese Whispers. Each player will take it in turns to
whisper ideas for their dream house into the ear of
the person on the left who passes it along through
four or five other people until the one on the end
gets to draw a picture of the house in question.
Points could be awarded based on the number of
features correct. Wild cards could be added such as
“divert to engineer” which would involve the plans

being  whispered into the ear of
the family pet who would then
pronounce them either
structurally unsound or
hideously expensive (one bark or
two.)

The plans went to drafting, came
back wrong, went to drafting
came back wrong, went to
drafting, didn’t come back at all,
apparently went to hell in a hand
basket and eventually came back
more or less ok. Along the way
we signed about eight different
sets of plans, each made up of 9
drawings, each of which had to
be witnessed and - even more

difficult, refolded  origami style so that they could fit
back in the envelope. It was a lengthy and tedious
process and when we received the final plans and
variations we couldn’t help but be a little bored with
the whole idea.

Yawn.Then the plans had to go through council.

Yawn.Then we had to go back to the bank for more
money.

Yawn. Eventually we were ready to start, about 8
months after first contacting the salesman.

There were two reasons why I continued to refer to
building our house as a dream: one, because the
whole process sent me into a stupor and two,
because I developed this kind of manic rapid-eye-
movement twitch whenever anyone asked how the
plans are going. But at last the final plans were
signed, witnessed, approved, financed and refolded
and all we had to do was wait until after the
Christmas break before we actually could start
building.

There were two reasons
why I continued to refer
to building our house as
a dream: one, because
the whole process sent
me into a stupor and

two, because I developed
this kind of manic

rapid-eye-movement
twitch.



The Housing Complex - Episode 8
The story so far... 

Artist, writer and frequenter of display homes
Mikaela Castledine, with her long suffering
husband Steve and their two slightly shorter
suffering children pay off their house, buy a
property, flirt with the idea of landlordness,
give up flirting through lack of interest, fail to
design a house, design a house and now stand
poised to turn the first sod.

It was the first week in January when we were to
meet the building supervisor and the earthmoving
contractor on site for the first time.
Well, we attempted to meet them
on site but the shiny new sign at
the bottom of the hill informed us
that the fairly major road on which
our property was located would be
closed until April.

A minor setback, we decided and
continued to make our way up the
gravel and machinery bestrewn
thoroughfair. The supervisor and
contractor had also picked their
way through the witches hats to
our property and were standing
there surveying the steep, narrow
driveway that fell away alarmingly from the road, to
cross the creek at the culvert and then to wind up
torturously between the trees.

“Don’t know if I can get my machines in here.”The
contractor muttered.We decided to ignore him and
simply smiled enigmatically into the middle distance.
That was when we noticed that we were the proud
recipients of an electric blue portable toilet which
was peeping coyly out from between a stand of
jarrah trees.We took the appearance of the toilet to
mean that some people were going to turn up and
some things were going to be done - and some
building would occur as well.

Another encouraging development was the delivery
of the window and door frames. They had been
thoughtfully placed against a huge marri tree right
next to the road and apart from their arrival being
extraordinarily premature, they caused great angst
among the community. Friends, relations and
complete strangers were all concerned about the
possibility of theft. Luckily the frames weren’t stolen
but they did get completely covered in red Marri
sap, dust, mud and bird droppings in the six months

they remained at the side of the road, silent sentinels
marking the absolute lack of progress of our house.

The closure of the road was more than a minor
problem it was a major pain. Labouring under the
misapprehension that we would be moving house in
the foreseeable future, we had enrolled our children
in new hills schools. This resulted in 100km a day
school run (or in other terms listening to two hours
of talk back radio in the car, or to put it another way
an extra $70.00 tank of fuel a week), which was
further complicated by detours and traffic delays.
There were hairpin bends, switchbacks and U turns,
and that was just when I was parallel parking outside

the school. It was irritating that we
couldn’t drive casually past our
property to see if anyone was
working and it was more irritating
that they probably weren’t working
anyway. It reminded me of a joke of
my father’s where a bloke asks the
man behind the counter why
nobody was working on Thursday.
He replies “No sir it is on Tuesday
that they do not work, on Thursday’s
they do not come!”

A few weeks after our initial
meeting some earth moving work
did begin and some earth was
moved. Then they hit clay. “Yes...

And ...?” We said, smiling enigmatically into the
middle distance (Noting as we did that they had
covered the water meter in about 3 cubic meters of
dirt). Despite the several mentions of clay on the
surveyors drawing the builders had apparently not
entertained the possibility that there might be clay
on the site.Work stopped while the drawings of the
footings were re-engineered and re-costed (and sent
back to drafting).Then they started again and lo ...
there was rock.We privately thought the fact that the
entire Darling Scarp only reared up magnificently
above the coastal plain was because it was made of
rock should have occurred to the builders before
they re-engineered the footings for clay, but there
you go.

Eventually it was sorted and one day the digging was
finished and the footings were poured.

“Hurrah” we exclaimed in excitement and then had
to line up to take turns using the portable loo. We
were on our way, the house would go up in no time
from here.

That was when we
noticed that we were

the proud recipients of
an electric blue

portable toilet which
was peeping coyly out
from between a stand

of jarrah trees.



The Housing Complex - Episode 9
The story so far... 

Artist writer and rally driver Mikaela Castledine
along with white knuckled husband, Steve and
two car sick children, pay off their delightful
cottage (close to school and all amenities), buy a
heavily wooded piece of gravel, clay and
ignominious rock, demolish the incumbent
dwelling, irritate an architect, bully a building
company, enroll their children into two far flung
centres of higher learning and then drive
pathetically past their building site every day in
the hope of seeing some action. 

Everyone tells you that comedy is all in the timing but
what we learnt from this process was that tragedy is
also all in the timing. Why we were
attempting to build a house during an
unprecedented building boom in Perth
is something I can’t understand. It
certainly shattered all my illusions that I
was an individual. Here I was doing
exactly the same thing as all the rest of
the damn individuals in Perth.

What this building boom meant was
that good contractors were as scarce as
tradesman who are on time. Our
supervisor told us that since our house
was a bit out of the ordinary (Ha! I am
an individual after all) we would need
to wait until a really good and
experienced team of bricklayers was
available. It was going to take time.

Weeks of perfect bricklaying weather went by until
one morning as I gunned the four wheel drive around
the corners of the soon-to-be-well-worn school run, I
noticed a blue ute and a red cement mixer glinting
through the trees at the far end of the driveway. I
screamed with excitement and the children screamed
too, until I managed to regain control of the vehicle
and return to the road.

Now for me, a team of bricklayers has always conjured
up a group of about 4 or 5 guys with three or more
vehicles and perhaps a dog, so after the initial
excitement I started to wonder how many experienced
and intelligent bricklayers could squeeze into the cab
of a Kingswood. It turned out to be a teenage twosome
whose apparent combined age fell a little short of that
of their ute. Obviously they were child prodigies and
we were clearly lucky to have them.

Young brickies are very seldom seen out on their own,
without their herd. They are shy and skittish as deer,
startling at the slightest approach and disappearing for
days on end without warning. It was only by using the

portable toilet as a makeshift hide that we caught a
glimpse of them at all. We tried enticing them with
offerings of their favourite foods, cola and hamburgers
left casually on bags of cement, but the baby brickies
were very wary and eventually disappeared forever,
after nearly, but not entirely finishing the bottom
section of the building. This included the garage,
workshop and multiple retaining walls on which the
slab for the house proper would sit.

There was enough brickwork in this section to have
built several small houses so we couldn’t complain that
nothing had happened but to not have even got to the
slab stage of the house in six months of building was
depressing.Then the tragedy of timing cut in again. In
the previous few years Perth had been experiencing a
series of appallingly dry winters with severe water

shortages but the year we started
building the rainfall figures
miraculously returned to normal.
In June it started raining, flooding
the creek, washing away the topsoil
and topping up the concrete filled
cavities in the retaining walls until
by the end of July they ran like
Roman aquaducts.The tarry black
waterproofing that was painted on
the back of the brickwork washed
off twice and sat in sludgy
waterproof puddles on the ground
and when the supervisor poked
experimental holes in the bricks
they gushed like spigots. It was so
full of water that work could not
continue. In fact it was unlikely the

builders could work on it again until the next El Nino
kicked in.

With nothing else to take my mind off the house I
decided it was time for one of my almost legendary
letters. I have this rather disturbing habit of writing
sarcastic yet brilliant literary masterpieces in the form
of complaint letters. (and even more disturbing, I
sometimes post them.) The results of these letters range
from sobbing through to abject apologies and
sometimes to gift vouchers at electrical stores, but in
general I underestimate my own strength and usually
have to apologise to the recipient. I didn’t want to
upset the builders in any way because our future was
entirely in their hands so I sent a kind of bitter sweet
letter saying how much we loved them, how we
enjoyed their company and maybe they could find it in
their hearts to spend a little more time with us once
the brickwork dried out again. I am not sure that the
tone of the letter was correctly balanced between bitter
and sweet, but writing it filled in half a morning with
what at least felt like a positive action.

Young brickies are very
seldom seen out on
their own, without
their herd.They are
shy and skittish as
deer, startling at the

slightest approach and
disappearing for days

on end without
warning.



The Housing Complex - Episode 10
The story so far...

Artist, designer and vitriolic letter writer Mikaela
Castledine, along with her anonymous husband,
and two children who have changed their name
by deed poll, pay off their increasingly attractive
house, buy a decreasingly attractive property,
have a brief affair with an architect, fall in love
with a building company, get thwarted by rain
delays and now write hopeless lovelorn letters to
the builders and sit about dispiritedly waiting for
the phone to ring.

This page has purposely been left blank because
months passed and nothing more happened to our
house. Yes the dams were filling up, yes water
restrictions could be lifted, but
nothing short of winning the lottery
was going to lift our waterlogged
spirits. We started to look around for
something we could do to fill in the
time.

I had already bought my kitchen
appliances while we were still
hammering out the final plans, but
nearly a year later I had totally
forgotten what they looked like as
they slowly ran down their warranties
in some enormous warehouse. Every
now and then a person would ring
and enquire whether I was ready to
collect them. I would rant and rave at
them for ten or more minutes and
they would meekly agree to store
them for another three month period. It was all
working out beautifully. I would eventually be the
owner of a brand new house in which I would install
my pre-paid but prehistoric kitchen appliances.

The whole process was taking so long that I started to
wonder if the fashions had changed since I had made
my choices? What if the ultra modern tiles I had
chosen for the splashback had gone up in price - or
worse been chucked in the bargain bin, (where only
crafty women doing retro 2002 look mosaic table tops
would find them attractive)? I looked disconsolately
out at the rain puddling on my own topographically
challenged mosaic table top, pieced together in a fit of
grout and sample tiles from my new ensuite/powder
room and thought how fickle fashion was.

However thinking about my new, or should I say
projected, ensuite/powder room did give me a warm
glow. (Or was that a hot flush?) Most people I know
take the whole ensuite thing entirely for granted. If
they have never lived in a draughty old house where

the only bathroom is a long sprint down the main
corridor of the house they will not appreciate the
difference an ensuite was going to make to our lives.
Originally we didn’t much care about having an entire
ensuite. (The only reason we were positioning our
bathroom next to our bedroom in the new house was
because the kids were objecting to us wandering about
the house in the nude.) But we thought just having a
toilet reasonably close to the bedroom would be useful.
(We dubbed this the “ennui”). The builders didn’t
think it was a great plan, however, so in the end we
opted for the whole lot.

After long and hard thought we had decided that the
Victorians had it right, some bodily functions would
be far better kept out in the back garden. If you are
going to put the toilet inside the house then you have

to consider how useful it is to
position it next to your bed. I know
that on the rare occasions I have
suffered a bout of gastro, proximity
is everything, but in general a little
bit of distance can go a long way. So
we put the toilet in its own little
room next to the ensuite, gave it
two doors and a basin and called it
a powder room. That way our
clients and guests could make use of
the facilities without having to
inspect our bedroom or bathroom.
It sounded like a good idea but we
had a few concerns, What if we
walked in through one door, locked
it and then left through the other?
We would have to run all the way
around next time we needed to go.

We could avoid this problem by not putting locks on
the powder room doors at all, but trying to sit with one
foot guarding each door anytime you heard someone
approaching could prove dangerous.

Anyway, dreaming about my new ablution facilities
wasn’t helping me feel like things were moving
forward. I was still currently shivering my way down
the length of our old house to the bathroom much to
the annoyance of my children. My husbands assertion
that it was perfectly ok to wander about unclothed if
you were married was greeted with withering (yet
averted) glances and expressions of disgust. Then we
had a brainwave, we went shopping in the city one
afternoon and returned with some classy designer label
pyjamas. Not only did this address the immediate
mental health of our children it also meant we had
something to wear when we could eventually lounge
on the tree top balcony outside our new bedroom. If
this house ever got built, breakfast on the balcony was
going to be the first celebratory meal.

What if the ultra
modern tiles I had

chosen for the
splashback had gone up
in price - or worse been
chucked in the bargain
bin, where only crafty
women doing retro

2002 look mosaic table
tops would find them

attractive?



The Housing Complex - Episode 11
The story so far... 

Artist, designer and fashionably clothed writer,
Mikaela Castledine along with her sartorially
repressed husband Steve and two emotionally
scarred children, pay off their mortgage, invest in
a hills property, design a house and wait
hopefully for it to be built sometime in their
lifetime.

“In my mind I’m goin’ to
Kalamunda...” We would warble
as we drove up the hill every day.
It was a strange life, living,
working and shopping in our old
suburb but getting involved in
the community of two hills
schools. We didn’t belong any-
where. In the shopping centre
acquaintances would ask
accusingly what I was doing
there and I would have to
apologise and admit that we
hadn’t actually moved out of the
area. In the hills we had to turn
down offers of after school visits
and coffee mornings because we
just weren’t available. We were
practically living in our car (with
the odometer clicking over
ominously like a time bomb).

I thought about getting a series
of t-shirts printed to save people asking the same
questions over and over again. One could say (in a
weary sort of type face) “Yes, I am still living here and
I am entitled to use this shopping facility.” Another
might be quite chirpy and mention that “Yes, my
daughter would love to join the netball team but only
if you pay for the wear and tear on my vehicle during
the extra three trips up and down the hill” Another
might warn “Don’t mention the house!” John Cleese
Style. Then I realised that if I circumvented these
tedious and repetitive conversational gambits nobody
would speak to me at all. I had become completely one
dimensional.

This was my routine: Drag myself out of bed and
wander to the bathroom (in my new pyjamas from
episode 10), harangue the children, force down
breakfast and jump in the vehicle (Hopefully not still
in the new pyjamas).Then we would drive for twenty
minutes to the first school where I would push one
child out of the moving car. Hopefully the correct
child would remain in the car as we drove for another
twenty minutes to the second school, where I would

turn off the engine for a brief rest.Then back onto the
road, round past the block where the builder’s sign was
slowly being engulfed by weeds prior to another
twenty minute drive back home.

Actually the builder’s sign was an interesting highlight
on the journey. Building companies have all adopted
these interesting slogans which they hope sum up their
philosophy.They say things like “Giving you more than
you bargained for” or “We’ll get you committed” or
even “Walls and all”. Our particular sign said
something like “On a wing and a prayer” but after the

weeds had grown it used to alter it’s
message to things like “wi g  d a  y”
or “O w n   ap e” and on one
memorable morning it said “ O a  a
a a er” which was like a subliminal
message from Elvis. I started to look
out for the message every morning
like a horoscope. “Ow ing  p ay” it
declared one morning, so I made
sure all my bills were paid.“win dy”
it stated briefly, so I battened down
the hatches. One morning it just
read “a  ng r y” which frightened
me a little, I vowed not to consult
the sign again until I could get
around to trimming the weeds.

“In my car I’m goin’ to Kalamunda.
Can’t you see the sunshine? Can’t
you just feel the icy east wind?...”
Both Steve and I had grown up in
the hills and had never noticed that
there was any appreciable difference

in the climate to the rest of the metro area but since
deciding to move back there people kept mentioning
it. In summer they would say “Ooh are you putting in
a pool? It gets very hot up there.” In winter they
would mutter “Ooh you’re brave, it gets really cold up
there.” Where did they think we were going? The
Gobi desert? But as the seasons rolled along I began to
get paranoid. I would leave home in a t-shirt and need
to pull on an insulated jacket to get out of the car at
school. I would stand shivering in the playground
waiting for three o’clock and wonder why we were
doing this.

Driving past the fortune telling sign one cold morning
I could feel my eyes drawn to it’s message. The chill
wind was blowing the weeds to and fro and the words
blinked on and off like neon. “wi p  ye  a  nd pray
a  n  a p  p er  d a  y  On  yer  w a  y O a a a a er”.

I fled in panic. Were we making a huge mistake? Was
this whole house project doomed from the start? I
glanced at the back of the sign in the rear view mirror.
“re ar  p a i  n” it said maliciously as I sped away.

Our particular sign  said
something like 

“On a wing and a prayer”
but after the weeds had

grown it used to alter it’s
message to things like 

“wi g  d a  y” or 
“O  w n   ap e” and on
one memorable morning it

said “ O a  a a a er”
which was like a

subliminal message 
from Elvis.



The Housing Complex - Episode 12
The story so far...

Artist, writer, and horoscope junkie Mikaela
Castledine along with her spirit channelling
husband Steve and two (small to) medium
children, pay off their mortgage in a previous
life, invest in a hills property with good karma,
design a house with appropriate feng shui,
sacrifice their sanity to several small gods and
pray that work will continue on their water
logged house some time before Christmas.

All those house renovation, lifestyle shows on TV
have a lot to answer for.They make
you believe that anything can be
achieved in two days. “Look at
that!” I would scream at the Steve.
“How can they have possibly built
that three storey town house with
deck and water feature in one
weekend and have change from
$7000 ?” Not only would they
build these monumental projects
but they would build the furniture
as well and hang some odd things
on the wall that they
euphemistically referred to as art works.They would
cheerfully dig up the back garden and roll out miles
of green lawn prior to toasting the owners with
Champagne as they returned from their resort
holiday on the coast. It was clear I was going to have
to enlist the help of one of these shows if I was ever
going to get my house built.

A new one that I had seen advertised involved the
use of a large shiny semi trailer which drove around
the country fixing up building disaster sites. If I
could pretend that my designer husband (God bless
his arty little hands) had attempted to build the
foundations but had given up in despair then maybe
they could come around and “In Their Biggest
Rescue Job Ever!!” could at least pour the suspended
concrete slab. They would drive up in their
enormous truck and the driver would get out and
look at the culvert and say, “I don’t think I can get
my vehicle in here.” and we would smile
enigmatically into the middle distance (No, I forgot
we would have been sent off for a fun weekend on
Heirisson Island). Ok, some buxom blonde in a blue
singlet would smile toothily and say “No problem”
and would build a Chinese style curved wooden
bridge over the creek for the truck to use.Then the
blokes would construct a bamboo tree top walk so

that all the materials could be transported to the
house site without disturbing the vegetation. Next
the slightly effeminate arteeest would hire fifteen
industrial strength hair dryers to evaporate all the
moisture (or failing that turn it into a soothing Water
Wall and would then proceed to carve meaningful
totem poles out of those foam concrete blocks to
hold up the suspended slab over the garage. This
would all happen in the first day, with the last of the
concrete being poured in the romantic light of a
brand new Tuscan pizza oven.

The next morning the special quick cure concrete
would be ready to build on and the team would

construct us a perfect dwelling
made entirely out of bifold doors
and furnish it with glass topped
coffee tables and brightly coloured
cushions. We would return from
our unexpected holiday feeling
rested and refreshed and weep
speechlessly at the omnipresent
cameras.

And then, knowing our luck, the
semi would lurch into the creek on
its way out; and then we would
discover that the glass topped

coffee table was actually my grandmother’s antique
oak dining table that they had cut the legs off and
covered with fake autumn leaves; and then I would
wake up from the nightmare weeping speechlessly.

Weeping speechlessly. It rapidly became my
preferred method of communication.

“What’s for dinner Mum?” Weep weep weep.

“Would you mind typing this invoice for me dear? 
Weep weep weep.

“Mrs Castledine, would you like to save money on
your overseas calls?” Weep weep weep.

I was starting to resemble one of those fibreglass
statues of Mary whose eyes continually oozed olive
oil. Never before had one project so dominated my
life and threatened my sanity. (Oh, apart from having
children - that was right up there in the weeping
stakes) I was really starting to wonder why we had
embarked on this course when we could have so
easily done something sensible like wintering over at
an Antarctic base or going on that South American
pilgrimage where you have to kneel your way down
the coast of the Tierra Del Fuego. Something was
going to have to give very very soon and it was
highly probable that it was going to be me.

Never before had one
project so dominated

my life and threatened
my sanity. Oh, apart
from having children -
that was right up there
in the weeping stakes



The Housing Complex - Episode 13
The story so far... 

Obsessive compulsive designer, Mikaela
Castledine along with slightly unhinged husband
and two medicated children pay off a mortgage,
buy a block, design a dream house, and go
insane while being subjected to water torture
and  housery deprivation during the winter of
their discontent

“In with anger and out with love.” It is a saying that my
sister uses as a joke but during our house building
period it rapidly became my mantra. “In with anger”
I would mutter as I drove past other houses being
built, where workers were busy building
(and whistling Hi ho, hi ho, it’s off to
work we go.) “Out with love” I would
breathe as I prepared to phone our
building supervisor just to remind him
that we were still alive. I would
accompany these words with the
appropriate hand gestures. “In with
anger” would mean the hands came
together gracefully towards my chest to
symbolise holding in my emotion  and
“out with love” would show my arms
extending lovingly, palms upward,
letting my love flow out to everyone
around me. (To others it may have
looked a little like I was surreptitiously
wafting away a bad smell.) 

I did find this mantra surprisingly helpful, especially
if I didn’t want to deal with anyone annoying. It
made me look suspiciously New Age and people
would carefully back away, particularly if I
accompanied it with a slightly menacing benevolent
smile. But there was a drawback. A friend of mine
had taken an interest in kinesiology and explained to
me that everything you repress gets stored somehow
in your muscles. I started to worry. What if all my
anger was lurking in my unsuspecting body just
waiting for an opportunity to leap out like a scary
clown jack-in-the-box? What if it started crippling
my limbs? What if I started storing it unevenly, say in
one leg, and had to lurch around hideously?

I needed to change my approach, to direct my house
building anger to a specific place, rather than let it
wander about my body willy nilly. The spleen was
the first thing that came to mind. I don’t  know what
the spleen does or even exactly where it is but I have
heard that venting your spleen can get rid of some

pent up frustration. If I could just manage to send
my “In with anger” directly to the spleen for
processing then maybe it could be released in a series
of controlled ventings when the coast was clear.
Accompanied by the hand gestures I could waft
away my anger to dissipate into the air.

Of course the other possibility was to reverse the
mantra. “In with love” I could say in a sardonic, no
more mister nice guy, sort of way.“Out with anger” I
could shout like an evil superhero before leaping
into the air with fists extended.

Ok, I can see that I was now certifiably insane.
People were beginning to look at me very strangely.
On my way to pick up the children from school I

would go up to the block and walk
precariously around the top of the 3
metre high brick retaining walls like
the lunatic woman in the Marianne
Faithful song, but instead of singing
pretty nursery rhymes I would chant
the times tables that my daughter was
learning from a tape. It had a
synthesised backing track that was
reminiscent of David Bowie circa
1975 and was quite catchy.We listened
to it endlessly every afternoon in the
car. “Four eights are twenny four,
yeah, four eights are twenny four...”
No that wasn’t right.

If some progress on my house didn’t
occur soon I was going to have to start seeing a
psychologist. “Hmm.” They would say “Something
important occurred to you at the age of thirty two.”
and I would leap up shouting “Yes, four eights! Four
eights are thirty two, yeah, yeah, yeah.” And they
would quietly lead me away.

It had been two months since anything had occurred
on our block so you can imagine my shock when I
trudged up the driveway one afternoon to discover
evidence of work. The fuse box which had been
fixed to the wrong wall three months ago had finally
been moved. I fell to my knees and wept (impaling
myself on several shards of broken brick.) Of course
it hadn’t been moved to the correct position (on the
wall that had remained unfinished specifically for it),
instead they had bashed out three or four of our hard
won bricks to place it somewhere else, but I was so
pleased that work had occurred that I was prepared
to overlook this. “All in all it’s just another brick in
the wall...” I sang happily as I drove home, feeling
better than I had in months.

I needed to
change my
approach, to

direct my house
building anger to
a specific place,
rather than let it
wander about my
body willy nilly.



The Housing Complex - Episode 14
The story so far... 

Writer, artist and designer Mikaela Castledine
along with her ineluctable husband Steve and
her two inestimable children, inevitably pay off
their house, inexplicably buy an unsuitable block,
toy with an inscrutable architect, engage an
indubitable building company and sit twiddling
their opposable thumbs while waiting for the rain
to stop. They also apologise unreservedly for the
previous episode. 

While we were in the planning stages of our house we
noticed an advert for a major washing machines sale. It
occurred to me that if we bought a front
loader (Which will be henceforth referred
to as a front-end-loader) we could redesign
the standard laundry we had been provided
with and come up with something a bit
more interesting.We could have a beautiful
benchtop with shelves above and
cupboards under to hide the cat things.
(including the bag of  “clumping cat litter”
which sounds like an exclamation Adam
West’s Batman would say.)

So off we went to the white goods section
of our local department store. After
working our way through several rows of
enigmatic white objects a salesman took pity on us. He
took us straight to the front-end-loaders and gave us a
brief run down of all the various features. He even
showed us how we could sew seven adult bath towels
together and still fit them in.While we were working
out how useful this feature might be to us and while I
was performing a gynaecological style internal
examination of the stainless steel drum, he closed the
deal, then closed the washing machine door on my
arm, then removed my credit card from my nerveless
fingers and hustled us to the checkout.Then we were
advised that as the machine was very heavy we should
pay an extra $30.00 to have it delivered and installed
the next day.We were ecstatic, we could do our bit for
our dwindling water resources and save the wear and
tear that our  old machine was inflicting wantonly on
our clothes.

The next day we moved our old top loader into the
garden, cleaned up mouldering pile of socks and
underwear that had accumulated behind it and waited
expectantly for the new item. It arrived on time and the
two delivery men installed it into the laundry. They
hooked it up and plugged it in, positioned it perfectly,
chatted cheerfully and drove off. I couldn’t wait to try
out my first load of washing. I filled it with a reasonable
amount, noted that I would have to purchase a special,
more expensive washing detergent, pressed all the

various buttons in turn and waited. the machine clicked
into life and piddled a cup full of water onto the waiting
clothes, then it stopped. Some seconds later it started to
slosh the washing about in fairly dispirited manner, then
it stopped, then it repeated the process - for the best
part of two hours. I was never that good at physics but
I should have realised that things always have to balance
out.Yes the machine used less water but in order to still
wash the clothes it had to beat them about (like on a
rock at the side of the Ganges) for a very long time.

Then it came time to spin the clothes and all hell broke
loose. The machine started careering around the
laundry like an enraged rhino, bucking and slamming
headlong into benches and walls. I was horrified and
leapt on to it rodeo style in an effort to wrestle it to the

ground. Steve rushed in, “Clumping Cat
litter Batman!” He said (or something
like it) and managed to turn off the
power. We rang the shop. They advised
that the laundry floor was probably not
level and I should adjust the feet. I went
back to the laundry and adjusted my feet
all over the floor trying to work out if it
was level, all the time suspecting that
council bylaws stated that laundry floors
not be level. It didn’t appear to be
particularly out of plumb so I decided to
read the large sticker on the front of the
machine that advised (in red) that all

transit bolts must be removed before installation. Could
it be that the installers had failed to do the one thing
the instructions had told them to do? Yes there were
the bolts sticking out obtrusively from the back of the
machine. We removed them with great difficulty and
started again.

This time I thought I would try a cold wash. I followed
all the previous steps, pressed the buttons for cold and
instead of watching for the two hours I walked away
(after ascertaining that the spin cycle now was whisper
quiet and stationery). Imagine my surprise when I
opened the door at the end to find my clothes almost
white hot. They fell out limp and and gasping and I
could only pick them up using a pair of barbecue
tongs. I crawled under the benchtop to find that the
installers had also failed to connect the hoses to the
correct taps. I could feel a letter coming on.

I sat down that evening and wrote one of my finest
pieces. It was dripping with sarcasm and menace and
resulted in a brand new machine being delivered (as
the other may have been permanently damaged by the
superheated water and the rodeo ride) as well as several
vouchers for the electrical department.

All in all it was quite a satisfactory result and the front-
end-loader and I went on to forge a lasting and
beautiful friendship.

while I was
performing a
gynaecological
style internal

examination of
the stainless steel
drum he closed

the deal



The Housing Complex - Episode 15
The story so far... 

Artist, designer and Bachelor of Applied Science
(Biology) Mikaela Castledine along with one long
necked western swamp tortoise, one marsupial
mouse and one carnivorous Quoll, pay off their
bit of sclerophyllous heathland, buy a piece of
diminishing Jarrah woodland, try to design an
ecologically sensitive house which sits lightly on
the earth but opt instead for anything which has
sealed doors and windows to keep out the
wildlife.

A lot of people think that moving to the hills is a back-
to-nature lifestyle choice but I wasn’t sure it was going
to be quite like that. Kalamunda does have its fair share
of unique animals, carpets of millipedes so
friendly they would eat off your hand and
Huntsman spiders with eyes as big as saucers
(or was that my eyes when I found one
sharing the inside of my shirt) and white
ants that had given up on the dead wood
and were eating the living trees. For a while
we actually toyed with the idea of designing
the house like a giant bug catcher, in order
to lure the insects in, funnel them into a
viewing chamber and then destroy them
inhumanely with cans of chemical
weapons.

We had to admit, however, that we weren’t
exactly strangers to invasions of natural
fauna. In our old Federation house, the main hallway
ran past the rooms of both children and had been
converted into a wildlife corridor. We had elected to
maintain it as close to the natural habitat as possible in
order to allow the children to feel relaxed and happy
during their period of captivity. The only down side
was that visitors couldn’t be guaranteed their safety and
we had to post a notice on the front door advising
anyone who entered to wear closed in shoes and not
stray from the designated path.

We had also suffered several times through what we
termed the plagues of Egypt. Ok, the river at the end
of our street wasn’t exactly running with blood but
after I fertilized my roses for the first time in ten years
the algal bloom feeding on the run off into the Swan
did kill most of the fish.Then, true to the Bible, there
was the plague of frogs.These were the local Moaning
Frogs who misguidedly dug their love nests in the
garden under our bedroom window and moaned
loadly and forlornly all night. Next came a plague of
insects, for us it was ants “...and they did swarm on man
and beast (and kitchen benchtop) and so the Scribes
did say unto Pharaoh ‘This is the finger of God.’” Now
if I were given the finger by God I would certainly be

moving on out but the ants lingered on for months
before disappearing abruptly one afternoon during a
thunder storm. Plague number four in the Bible is
gadflies but we were having the modern version, ( like
the modern version of anniversary gifts where
Tupperware is substituted for silver in year nine.) the
pantry moth.They fluttered about inanely until I gave
in and cleaned the cupboards and sprayed about with
weapons of moth destruction.

The next plague was supposed to hit the livestock with
dreadful suffering and death and in our house it was
more commonly known as Ratsak. We had learned
over the years to live with the hordes of rodents that
have taken up residence in our roof and usually
referred to them as “Baby possums” but every now and
then we would have a fit of murderous rage and buy

some poison. In a previous life I had
dissected a number of laboratory rats
and had even castrated one during
an experiment so I was usually quite
lenient with them but one
particularly difficult night when
they were gnawing loudly on the
ceiling joists I had had enough.

Now I firmly believe that getting up
into the ceiling is a mans job, but
this time I decided to attempt it as it
was my husbands birthday and he
wasn’t getting many other
concessions. I positioned the ladder
and asked him to assist me up into
the ceiling. He said that poking his

wife up the manhole seemed like a reasonable
proposition on his birthday so up I went to place the
poison. After a week of no rodent action we were
feeling pretty pleased until we were struck with plague
number six. In Egypt this consisted of hails stones
raining down on the unsuspecting populous, for us it
was the slowly seeping stench of decaying rat carcasses
descending from the ceiling. I  tried inserting my
husband up the manhole to retrieve the offending
bodies but  they were in the most inaccessible part of
the roof and wall cavities and couldn’t be removed. Of
course there really is no getting around a plague from
God, you just have to ride it out (or give in and let his
people go) The seventh plague was the final straw.The
flood of giant blowflies, corpulent and slow emerged
from the dead rats in their hundreds and drunkenly
dashed themselves on the windows in an effort to get
out. “Hey Moses” I said “For Gods sake let my people
go - up to the hills where we are trying to build a
house and where there is a new and quite effective
treatment for millipedes, and if you could part the
creek so that the guy can get his truck in I, my
husband, my first born and his sister would be really
grateful.

“...and they did
swarm on man and
beast (and kitchen

benchtop)
and so the Scribes

did say unto
Pharaoh ‘This is

the finger of
God.’”



The Housing Complex - Episode 16
The story so far... 

Artist, designer and Sadie-the-cleaning-lady
Mikaela Castledine along with her full suction
bagless upright, one extra strong antibacterial
wipe and one double sided pet hair remover, pay
off their dust ridden 100 year old house, buy a
hills property with own rubbish tip 
(or  picturesque cottage), demolish rubbish tip,
and try to design a hermetically sealed, self
cleaning, frost free, mould resistant house.

I have always hated cleaning. I know nobody actually
enjoys having to do it but the ratio between how little
I can get away with and how much dirt I can stand to
live with has been pushed to the level of
an extreme sport. Our old house was a
dust trap, with its complex skirting
boards, draughty fireplaces and high
spiderwebbed ceilings. Once, when we
first started working from home and our
second baby was due, I had a house
cleaner. It was such a joy but sadly she left
after a few years and since I was at home
and the children were pretty much at
school fulltime, I had no excuse to find
someone else. (Apart from a brief
flirtation with a woman down on her
luck, who we called Destitute Dianne.
She was recommended by a friend, she
cleaned my kitchen floor with a
toothbrush - possibly her own, and then
ran her finger through the dust on the tops of the
doors glaring at me accusingly) It was now up to me. I
should mention here that my husband stoically does
the bulk of the laundry and the dishes as well as
working his fingers to the bone designing award
winning logos - bless his little rubber gloves. I kept up
with the cleaning for a while, occasionally boosting my
flagging interest with different coloured furry mits, but
it was the purchase of a new vacuum cleaner which
sounded the death knell to my house cleaning career.

Door to door vacuum cleaner salesmen are a strange
throw back to the fifties and I didn’t realise they still
existed until one knocked on our door one afternoon.
He was a young man of about 25 with a trainee girl.
They caught us at a weak moment and somehow we
let them in.The man started off and then disappeared.
Leaving the trainee to show us the innumerable
vacuuming functions during a period which, due to
her inexperience, lasted nearly four hours. My husband
and I were bored to the point of hysteria and took
turns leaving the room for small sips of cooking sherry.

If you have never been subjected to a four hour

vacuum cleaner demonstration (or cooking sherry)
you will not fully appreciate the state we were in when
the trainee asked to show us the mattress cleaning
function.We adjourned to the bedroom.With a deep
rumbling growl (and with the built in headlight
illuminating the bed alarmingly), the machine started
to rhythmically vibrate the mattress until I leaped off
the side of the bed with a yelp of surprise. Steve and I
then started to laugh, silently but helplessly and
somehow found ourselves agreeing to purchase the
machine which was priced to clear at about the same
cost as a reasonably good second hand car.

Appalled at our gullibility we sheepishly confessed our
purchase to some members of the family only to
discover that they had been shamed into buying a
similar machine.They lived in the country and when

they allowed the salesman to enter
the spare room to test the mattress
cleaner they discovered that one of
the cats had recently used the room
to dismembered a rabbit and the
walls were covered in bright sprays of
arterial blood. They hustled the
salesman out of the room and agreed
on the spot to buy the machine
simply to get rid of him.

Our particular machine was
exceptionally good at cleaning
carpets, leaving the pile fluffy and
soft and a delight to walk on. It was
unfortunate therefore that we had

polished floorboards which this vacuum cleaner was ill
equipped to deal with. It was heavy and clumsy and
very complicated and I became less and less inclined to
use it as the months wore on. Eventually I made a
stand. I was not going to clean the house again until it
was time to move. In retrospect I admit this was not a
great plan but there was something noble about not
going back on my word. There was nothing
particularly noble about the state of the bathroom
however, so I did make the odd half hearted attempt to
get on top of the job whenever visitors threatened to
come over.

Our new house, I decided, was going to be easy to
clean.There were to be no skirting boards to catch
dust, no venetian blinds to harbour spider webs and
lots of carpet so I could finally make use of the
vacuum cleaner’s full potential. Sure there was a lot
of glass but we thought that having grimy windows
was a bit like frosted glass, affording us both filtered
light and privacy.Anyway we thought we should be
able to get at least five years use out of a new house
before we had to seriously look at cleaning.
I mean, isn’t that what new houses are for? 

With a deep
rumbling growl the
machine started to
rhythmically vibrate
the mattress until I
leaped off the side
of the bed with a
yelp of surprise.



The Housing Complex - Episode 17
The story so far... 

Artist, designer and wordsmith Mikaela
Castledine, with her possessive pronoun Steve
and  her two exclamation marks, pay off their
old  house (three bedrooms and one semi
colon), buy a definite article, accept a
reasonable quotation mark to build a new
house on it, wait for the asterisk, asterisk,
asterisk rain to stop and hope that the whole
thing will eventually come to a full stop. 

Now we were moving up in the world, both
figuratively and literally (but
mostly literally), we decided that
our new property should have a
name. Since buying the place we
had variously referred to it by the
street number or as The Block, or
sometimes just Up the Hill, for a
while we had even (by a very
torturous route through word
association which I won’t go into),
called it The Pig on The Hill. This
was the most useful name as we
could adapt it to living High on the
Hog and the most appropriate Pigs
Might Fly (and eventually simply
Swine). A friend suggested that we
stop calling it The Block if we actually wanted the
house to be built which seemed like good advice but
we weren’t sure what name to call it.

We have always been very big on naming things in
our family.We have a small square barbecue named
Eric Worthington after a pleasant car salesman of
similar proportions and a large barbecue named
Monty Burns.We have a footstool called King Otto
and our two office chairs are known as Gloria and
Preston. Recently, due to either a slip of the tongue
on my part or a hearing problem on the part of my
daughter we found ourselves discussing Elephants
Gerald and decided it would be a good name for a
jazz band. But a name for a house was much more
important. It had to be something appropriate and
clever, something not too embarrassing and
something you wouldn’t find burnt on to a piece of
jarrah at the local market.We sat down on the little
bridge over the creek to think about it.

There are some great names for properties around
the world and we thought we could do worse than
to emulate them, Alhambra maybe or the Boboli
Gardens, or perhaps Versailles, but somehow none of

them seemed right.Then we had a brainwave. One
of my favourite architects was Frank Lloyd Wright
and he built a fantastic house over a river which is
called Falling Water. Ok, Poisson Gully  wasn’t
exactly what you would call a major tributary (even
though it did trickle obligingly all year round) and
our house wasn’t going to be some architectural
wonder cantilevered out over the bank, but we
thought we could find some way to alter the name
to make it more suitable - Falling Spirits perhaps, or
Falling Property Market, or even Passing Water. Looking
around we noticed that almost the entire ground
around us was covered with gum nuts and that’s
when the name came to us - Falling Honkies.

If you weren’t brought up in the
Perth hills in the seventies you may
have never heard the words Honky
Nut used to describe gum nuts but if
you were then you will appreciate
just how appropriate this name was.
The damn things fell resoundingly
on the roof of your parked car, your
house or your head wherever you
went; they carpeted the paths, the
grass and the driveways with
dangerous precision and were
extraordinarily painful when applied
to your person with some force by a
small boy.

As a child I never quite understood the etymology
of the word honky.White honky for instance didn’t
make sense to me as honky nuts were pretty much
green and then grey. It wasn’t until I heard about
White Rhinos where the word white is a
mispronunciation of an Afrikaans word meaning
wide (because of the Rhino’s wide mouth), that I
realized that the white (or wide mouthed) honky
must just be the nut from a different variety of
eucalypt.

Further up the road from our property the shire had
erected a large entry statement which payed homage
to the ubiquitous gumnut. It was a spray of giant
bronze gumnuts which drizzled water night and day.
We affectionately named them the Piddling Honkies
and became quite fond of them (particularly when a
family of garden gnomes moved in one evening), so
the house name seemed peculiarly apt.

If nothing else a sign saying Falling Honkies (enter
at own risk) should serve as a warning to visitors and
protect us from any possible litigation due to gumnut
injury to persons or property.

We have always been
very big on naming
things in our family.

We have a small
square barbecue

named Eric
Worthington after a
pleasant car salesman
of similar proportions.



The Housing Complex - Episode 18
The story so far... 

Artist, designer and chronic insomniac Mikaela
Castledine, with her king size chiropractic and
her two pillow top single ensembles, pay off
their two bedroom federation house, buy a
block in a dormitory suburb, design a post
modern house incorporating a series of
sleeping pavillions, put that idea to bed, then
agree on a plan with a double sprung
reinforced base and minimum partner
disturbance and then stay awake nights
waiting for it to be built. 

It was about the time of our 15th
wedding anniversary, as we lay in
our wedding present bed, both sunk
in our private reveries and also sunk
in our private, personally shaped
dents in the mattress, (out of which
we had to be prised every morning
like dracula out of his coffin), that
we decided we needed a new bed
to grace our new bedroom, if we
ever should manage to get one. But
buying a new bed requires a stout
heart and is not for the faint
walleted, as we discovered when we
ventured into the bed shops to test out what was
available.

My earliest recorded episode of bed testing was at the
age of three at a garden party where, it is alleged, I
found a bed on the back verandah and began
bouncing frenetically, yelling “Look at me! Look at
me! I am bouncing like a bed bug!” This apparently
didn’t go down well (Unlike the bed - which went
down spectacularly.) However I moved on from that
phase to bigger and better beds. Like the one in a
country pub that shot across the room at high speed
on its ancient casters when you sat on the edge of the
mattress, slammed into the side of the wardrobe which
banged open to drop a shotgun onto the floor. Or
there was the camping adventure with the blow up
mattress which had split its seams in several strategic
places and was like sleeping on a scale model of Uluru.

There are so many different types of beds that we were
not sure what direction to take so we asked for some
advice from friends. My sister suggested we try the
solid latex mattress. “A person could be trampolining
on one side and on the other side you could remain
fast asleep.” She said. I could see this feature being
quite useful as it was vaguely reminiscent of my ideal
relationship but the mattresses proved to be terriby

expensive for what was essentially a large block of
foam. A friend raved enthusiastically about her water
bed but the very next week it sprang a leak and
provoked an incident along the lines of the Princess
and the Pee, (a fairy story where a princess is tested to
see if she can stay asleep while a warm damp puddle
spreads through several layers of woollen underlay).

And speaking of princesses, it gets so confusing when
all the styles of beds are given royal titles.There are so
many Kings, Queens, Dukes, and Emperors it is so hard
to remember which is which. Why don’t they make
The Peasant, short but wide enought to fit the whole family
and filled with environmentally friendly, eco straw.

And if they are not called The King
Henry Triple Decker, Velvet Doublooned,
Cumulo Topped Ensemblage complete with
step ladder they have scientific names of
a wincingly medical nature such as
spine-o-practic or firmapaedic or Plank-o-
woodic. If only we could find one called
the Slump Master or maybe the Get Off
Me You Brute - with optional central
bolster, then we might get somewhere.

It took us a good couple of hours to
try out all the different arrangements
of springs and foam and wool and all
we managed to discover was that the
more exhausted you are, (from looking

at beds) the more comfortable they appear to be.The
bed specialist drones on and on, the warmth of the
airconditioning makes you drowsy, the children
trampolining on one side of the mattress barely causes
a ripple and you think “Yes, this is the one for me.”
Until you are roused by some partner disturbance in
the form of your husband poking you in the ribs with
the pointy corner of the price tag.

Then at last we found what we were looking for. A
special new mattress material designed by NASA in
the 1970’s and made of a visco-elastic consisting of
billions of temperature and weight sensitive cells,
which moulds exactly to the contours of your body.
What better excuse could we have to keep our current
mattress which was made up of billions of
microscopic animal cells and exfoliations and was
already mouldy, I mean moulded exactly to the
contours of our bodies, not through millions of dollars
of research but through 15 years of sleeping in the
same spot.

Besides, by the time our new bedroom is ready they
will have added another layer to the Cleopatra Pillow
Plush Apo-plectic with Chastity-Begins-At-Home slatted
base and upholstered head board which will so be worth
waiting for.

A friend raved
enthusiastically about
her water bed but the

very next week it
sprang a leak and

provoked an incident
along the lines of the
Princess and the Pee



The Housing Complex - Episode 19
The story so far... 

Artist, designer and 3 phase alternating current
Mikaela Castledine, along with her 12volt
halogen dimmer, one circuit breaker and one
general power outlet, pay off their rewired, 100
year old house, buy a block with creek for
hydroelectric possibilities, try to design a self
sufficient solar powered house, resign
themselves to a power hungry thermal mass
and try to connect up with the utilities before
it’s too late.

So often I would find myself
standing at the side of the road
surveying my domain. Someday all
of this will be mine, I would think.
(After the builders had finished with
it and after the bank had
relinquished its claim, roughly about
the same time that I would have to
start ordering Meals on Wheels and
negotiate the driveway in a gopher.)
This particular day I was actually
surveying the wispy tendrils of the
pepper tree by the creek which
were gently caressing the overhead
power lines and which were
artistically marked with an X on the
Western Power diagram in my hand.

We had been sent this first and final notice regarding
the offending branches and had thirty days to remove
them. The trouble was that from where I was standing
the tree appeared to be only a few meters tall, but the
base was actually some way below me at the bottom of
the steep decline so it was going to be a difficult job.
There were a couple of options to explore. The first
one we had tried before with some success, it involved
our invaluable electrician friend, a wheelie bin and a
folding ladder, the combined height of which was
sufficient to reach the top of the electricity pole.
Unfortunately the addition of the chainsaw, meant that
the job was going to require the skills of a Cirque du
Soleil performer. (This is not in any way meant to cast
aspersions at the athletic skills of the invaluable
electrician friend, who may be reading this and whose
invaluable electrical skills will no doubt be required in
the near future, and who has quite pleasing calf muscles
when viewed from the base of the wheelie bin.)

The second option was to adopt the style of a Kung
Fu swordsman and nimbly run up the swaying boughs,
expertly wielding my chainsaw while clinging firmly

yet gracefully to the branches with my toes (while
wearing those funny Chinese divided socks).
Obviously this option could be dangerous, even
though I already knew which number to press when
ringing Western Power to tell them I was hanging
from the power line with my electric chainsaw
whipping around on the end of its cord like a live
cobra: “Welcome to Western Power fault and emergency line.
This call may be monitored for training purposes For faults
affecting a premise press 1. If you are calling to report a life
threatening situation press 2...” So in the end we decided
to go with option three. This involved ringing my

father and getting him to chop down
the whole tree at about knee height.

Luckily for us with our heavily
wooded block, the rest of the power
line from the meter box to the house
was to run underground by means of
a deep trench. Also in the trench,
(which we have named Mariana as we
fully expect it to form the lowest
point in our building negotiations at
some point - this is an oceanography
joke.) is the water supply, a vulnerable
coil of blue plastic pipe which looped
its way from the water meter, down
the bank to languish unnecessarily in
the creek before leaping into the
trench with the electricity and
possibly the conduit through which

would flow the broad band of our
telecommunications.The existence of the conduit had
never been confirmed despite persistent questions.
Our anxiety on this point was caused by the tiny
words “Telstra connection to be arranged by owner
before service trench is filled” which appeared
fleetingly on our plans. (Other worrying “By Owner”
notes on the plans included stairs to the front door
which the builder seemed to think were superfluous to
requirements even though the front door would be
about three meters off the ground.) All 80 meters of
The Mariana trench remained dangerously open for
many months and even though the supervisor said that
a conduit would be put in to enable the telephone
cable to be pulled through at a later time, we expected
that some major tectonic movement of the Darling
Scarp would close the trench forever just before Telstra
was due to organise the phone lines.

Then we would be stuck with only the mobile phone
for communication, which never picked up a signal on
our side of the hill unless I ran nimbly up the swaying
boughs of the nearest tree and clung tenaciously with
my toes......

the second option was
to adopt the style of a
Kung Fu swordsman
and nimbly run up
the swaying boughs,
expertly wielding my

chainsaw while
clinging firmly yet
gracefully to the

branches with my toes



The Housing Complex - Episode 20
The story so far... 

Artist, designer and . 

It’s great how much better things seem in the spring.
At last things were happening at our building site.
The first thing to happen was our supervisor ringing
to say that he was off on holiday to Europe for six
weeks but not to panic because things wouldn’t
come to a halt while he was away. We weren’t sure
what that meant as things had been at a halt for
about four months so far and we did wonder why he
didn’t plan his sabatical during the European
summer when all building in Perth
was at a standstill. However while
he was away things did start to
happen.

One morning when I was driving
up past the property I found all the
traffic at a complete halt because a
truck was reversing into our
driveway. It was so exciting that I
did a little dance in my seat. (This
was actually rather a dangerous
activity as we had just received a
recall on our vehicle because;
“..a bolt attaching the seat recliner
mechanism to the driver seat may
fracture, causing looseness or noise. In
extreme cases the seat back could recline until it reaches the
second row cushion, potentially causing you to lose contact
with the steering wheel or foot pedals, possibly resulting in
a crash.” So I quickly stopped dancing and resumed
contact with the steering wheel.)

With the warming up of the weather the brickwork
had dried out sufficiently for the waterproofing to
be applied and the back filling to be done.We were
nearly up to the slab stage and it was time to organise
some other administrative details. As we wished to
work from home again we had to apply to the Shire
for Home Occupancy and while we were checking
out the information handbook we discovered that
we could also apply for an Offensive Trades License.
This appeared to cover the keeping of pigs but we
suspected it could cover a great many other things
and it just might be a handy thing to have. It
certainly would have been useful when I, (hysterical
and exhausted from 9 year old birthday sleepover
and double birthday afternoon tea with multiple
Nanna’s) discovered a sign had surreally and
enigmatically appear on my front verge saying
PIGGERY MANURE FOR SALE. It also could

have been appropriate when a friend of a friend
driving past the building site noticed three brickies
apparently playing Pooh sticks in the creek.(See
note) 

Maybe an Offensive Trades License could also cover
the off key singing of the grano workers to a tinny
radio rendition of “I’m a Joker, I’m a smoker and a
midnight...(Poker? Stoker? Porker?) Where do they
find these radio stations? maybe they are like the
Hogwarts train station, sandwiched between other
stations and can only be fully appreciated if you first
run headlong into a brickwall.

Or maybe plumbing could be classified as an
offensive trade, dealing as they are
with large amounts of gross
domestic product.Anyway it seemed
sensible to apply for one just  so that
we could go back to calling the
place The Whole Hog as there had
been some internal objections to the
previous decision on the name.



The Housing Complex - Episode 19
The story so far... 

This is the last will and testament of artist,
designer and writer Mikaela Castledine who,
along with her executor and two beneficiaries
settled their affairs by paying off their house,
bought a block on a hill to be closer to heaven,
designed a large mausoleum, sent a bequest
to a building company and sat about waiting to
be interred.

It was Christmas again and I
had lost the will to live. If you
haven’t been counting it was
the fourth Christmas since we
had purchased the property.
The slab had been poured in
October and brickwork had
begun but the brickies (not the
same ones) had only managed
to turn up one day a week for
the next month and a half and
once again had disappeared at
the end of November leaving
four days of work to complete
the walls. We found it so
completely incomprehensible
until we realized they were
doing it on purpose. They were
playing Good builder/ Bad builder in order to
get us to confess. And I must confess that it
was working. They had softened us up big time
and we were ready to agree to anything. It was
the culmination of many fiendish types of
torture over the past year. There was the water
torture - that relentless dripping rain; the 

the second option was
to adopt the style of a
Kung Fu swordsman
and nimbly run up
the swaying boughs,
expertly wielding my

chainsaw while
clinging firmly yet
gracefully to the

branches with my toes
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